Candle Box Retail
Display Solution
The Candle Box is a new venture and was
looking for a display solution that would be
flexible, attractive and extremely functional.
They found our crate shelving units online
and built their solution themselves using the
site. It was all delivered within 10 days.

“We wanted our new shop to have more of a shabby chic
feel than the normal slat wall, gondola type shelving. We
came across a few websites offering shelving suitable for
what we were looking for, but furniturecrates.com
definitely stood out from the rest.
The prices were good, as was the range of products but it
was the ease of browsing the site and being able to build
a unit to our specific requirements in terms of colour, size
and style that really convinced us to buy. In addition the
short lead times were also really impressive.
During the process, communication was good, with
regular calls to me to double check details of our order
and I was also really pleased to be offered the chance to
have our logo put on the crates at no extra cost which
looks brilliant. Delivery was arranged for a day to suit us
and we were provided a 1 hour delivery slot on the day
which again is really convenient.

On receiving the delivery we found one of our crates had
been damaged in transit. I phoned to report the damage
and the response was brilliant. No haggling over whose
fault or insisting on seeing the damage. I was so pleased
to be told that a replacement would be assembled and
with me, freshly painted and printed within 3 working
days, which again arrived bang on time!
The units are now fully installed (which took minimum
assembly) and fully stocked and everyone is commenting
on how fantastic they look. We are over the moon with
the end product and we would definitely recommend
these fittings to anyone.”
Carly Griffiths, Owner

If you want to make a difference and stand out from the crowd...

Call us on 01392 82 33 11
for more information

